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Abst rac t - -Th is  paper is concerned with a study of some new formulations of smoothness con- 
ditions and conformality conditions for multivariate splines in terms of B-net representation. In 
bivariate setting, a group of new parameters of bivariate cubic polynomials over a planar simplex is 
introduced, and smoothness conditions and conformality conditions of bivariate cubic C 1 splines are 
simplified. (~) 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Bernstein-B~zier method (B-form, B-net) plays an important role in the study of both 
curves fitting and multivariate spline approximation. The B-net was initiated from Bernstein 
polynomials. In the late 1950s and the early 1960s, de Casteljau and B~zier applied Bernstein 
polynomials in the study of curves fitting by using triangular patches and rectangular patches. 
In 1980, Farin [1] first used the B-net method in the study of bivariate splines. The more details 
about the Bernstein-Bdzier patches can be found in [2] or [3]. 
The B-net is widely applied in the study of either dimension and basis or approximation 
property of the multivariate spline spaces (see [4-9], for example). Some applications of B-net 
method in the study of multivariate splines can be found in [10]. In this paper, we study the 
formulations of smoothness conditions of multivariate splines. Particularly, we give a simplified 
formulation of smoothness conditions and conformality conditions for bivariate cubic splines. 
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we give a brief review of the B-net 
representation of spline functions and recall some formulations of smoothness conditions for 
multivariate splines. In Section 3, we discuss the smoothness conditions for bivariate cubic 
splines. The conformality conditions for bivariate cubic splines are discussed in Section 4. 
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2. SMOOTHNESS CONDIT IONS OF MULT IVARIATE  SPL INES 
As usual, let N be the set of all real numbers and Z+ the set of nonnegative integers. Thus, N n 
denotes the n-dimensional Euclidean space and Z~_ can be used as a multi-index set, while 
7rk :=Trk(R n) is the space of all polynomials of (total) degree < k in n variables. Let 5 = 
Iv0, V l , . . .  ,vn] be a proper n-dimensional simplex with vertices v0 ,v l , . . .  ,vn E R n. Then, for 
any x E R n, we have 
X -=- ~oVo -[- ~ lV l  -[- • • " -[- ~nVn,  with  ~0 -[- ~1 -[- * ' "  -[- ~n ---- 1 .  
The (n + 1)-tuple ~ = (~0, ~1," -" , ~n)  is called the barycentric oordinates of x with respect o the 
simplex 5. For a = (a0 ,a l , . . .  ,an) E Z~ +1, the length of a is defined by [a[ = aO+al  +. . .+a ,~,  
and the factorial a! is defined as a0! . . ,  an!. We define the Bernstein polynomial Ba,a as 
=(,:,),o 
where (a so al =(0  (1 " "~"  and 
lal! 
(1 : [ )  - -  O~O,Oq, . . .Oz  n '  
Moreover, the points xa,~ on 5 are defined by 
(OLoVo -[- OtlVl -[- " " " -[- OlnVn) lO~[ = k. 
Xa,5 := k ' 
It is well known that any polynomial p E rk can be written in a unique way as 
P = E b,~,sBa,5, 
I~l=k 
where ba,~ is called the B-net ordinate of p with respect o 5. This gives rise to a map b : x~,~ ~-* 
ba,~, [a[ = k. Such a map b is called the B-net representation f p with respect o 5. 
Let A be a triangulation of a polygonal domain in R ~ and S°(A) the space of all continuous 
polynomial splines of degree k on A. Assume s E S°(A). Then, on each simplex 5 E A, s agrees 
with some polynomial p E 7rk. Thus, we have 
s[~ = E b,~,~B,~,~. 
I~l=k 
Let X denote the set of all (domain) points x~,~. Then, a map can be defined as follows: 
b~:xc~,~b~,e ,  [a l=k ,  lEA .  
Such a map bs is called the B-net representation f the spline function s. 
Let 5 -- [Vo, vl  . . . .  , vn] and 5 -- Iv0, V l , . . . ,  9n] be two n-dimensional simplexes with a common 
(n - 1)-dimensional face [v0, v t , . . . ,  v , - t ]  and denote v i = (v i i ,  vi2, . . . , vin ), i = O, 1 , . . . ,  n and 
9 ,  = (vnt, ~3n2,-.., vnn)- Then, the oriented volume of the simplex 5 is 
1 
V := vol [vo, Vl ,  • • - , Vn]  : 
1 v0,1 V0,2 " " ' VO,n 
1 Vl ,  1 V l ,  2 " " • Vl ,  n 
1 Vn,1 Vn,2 " " " Vn ,n  
(1) 
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If we set ,~i = vn, then the oriented volume of the simplex Iv0, v l , . . . ,  ~' i , . . . ,  vn] can be denoted 
1 V0,1 " " " VO,n 
1 V i_ I ,  1 • • * Vi_l, n 
I On, I " " ' On,n 
1 Vi+l ,1 " " " V i+ l ,n  
1 Vn, 1 Yn,n 
1 
Vi := vol [vo, Vl ,  • • • , "~'i, • • • , Vn]  = 
by 
(2) 
The following result, which describes Cr-smoothness conditions on a spline function s in terms 
of its B-net representation, is from [11] (see also [12,13]). 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that the piecewise polynomial function s is defined on 5 U ~ by 
[a[=k [a[=k 
Then, s • Cr ( ~ U 5) if and only if, for all positive integers g <_ r and a = (a0, a l , . . . ,  an-1, O) • 
2~ +l  with [a[ : k -e ,  
b(xo+,..+,,) = Z: 
]~l=t 
where 3 and e n+l = (0, . . . ,  O, 1) axe in Z~ +1. 
For the purpose of studying stability of the space of bivariate splines with smoothness order r 
and the total degree k _> 3r + 2, the following new formulation of smoothness conditions is 
derived in [14]. In sequel of this section, let a = (ax , . . . ,  an)  • Z~.  We use standard multi-index 
notations. We say that 7 _< a if and only if ")'i _< ai, for i = 1 , . . . ,  n. For a, 7 • Z_~ with 7 _< a, 
we have 
a]  = a l ! . . ,  an{  , 
(a  --  7) !  = (a l  -- 71)!"  . .  - 
and 
Let 
where 
(~)  = (a l ) . . .  (an)  - a !  
71 7n (a  - 7)!7! 
Ca,, := ~-~ (- 1)1~-71 ( : )  b (x~,,), 
-r_<a 
(k - a 1 . . . . .  an)V0  -[- a lV l  + . . -  -[- anVn 
xa ,~ = k 
We have the following formulation of smoothness conditions for multivariate spline functions. 
THEOREM 2. A spline function s • C°(~ U 5) is of smoothness order r if and only if the corre- 
sponding terms {Ca,~} and {Ca,g } satisfy the condition 
V1~1 v~--1V~, , -b -  I . . . . .  n- I  (3a) 
co.  = voo  ' 
b-l_<~. 
for 1 < an <_ r, a, 7 6 Z~ with [a[ = k, where 7 -  = (71,.-. ,7n - - l ,O)  • 7],~. 
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3. SMOOTHNESS CONDIT IONS OF BIVARIATE CUBIC SPLINES 
In the following two sections, we restrict ourselves to two-dimensional setting. Let 5 = 
[vo, v l ,  v2] be a planar nondegenerate simplex with vertices vi = (xi, Yi) E R 2, i - 0, 1, 2. 
Let ~ = (~0, ~1, ~2) be the barycentric oordinate of x c R 2 with respect o the simplex 5. Set 
Ai:=yj--Yk, ~i:= --(Xj--Xk), tei:=XjYk--yjxk, 
with (i, j , k) being a cycling of the subscripts in cyclic order 0 --~ 1 --* 2 --* 0, then the barycentric 
coordinate can be expressed as 
1(. 
~i - i f1)  vl AI #I 
~2 u2 A2 v2 
where 
1 
A (1) = area[v0, v l ,  v2] = 
1 xo Yo 
1 xl Yl , 
1 x2 Y2 
is the oriented area of the simplex 5 as given in (1). 
For a bivariate polynomial p with total  degree k with B-net  representation b~, i.e., 
P = E bc~Bc,,~x = E bc'oc~c'2Bc~,~l' 
I~l=k I,~l=k 
we have the following 
O R ~-" O~O 0~1 Op = ~ ],.tO #1 I Op 
k (Io:l'~ ( ,~o)~1) (ml ,3bot )  
]at=k-1 
(4) 
(5) 
(7) 
p(vi)  = f(v~) =: fi,  (vo vi v )  
= =: Dzfi, 
Op of 
---- =: Dyfi, 
~YYv, ~YYv, 
where 
A1,3ba = bao+1,~1,~2 - b~o,~l,a2+x, (6) 
A2,3b a =- b~o,al+l,a2 - bao,al,a2+l. 
Let f E Cl ( f t ) .  We consider the following interpolation problem on a simplex 5 = [vo,v l ,v2] .  
Find a cubic bivariate polynomial p E 7r3 such that  
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for i = 0, 1, 2. We can obtain the interpolation conditions in terms of B-net  representat ion ba as 
follows: 
h(1) f l  h(1) fo = ~'3,0,0, = ~'0,3,0, 
3 {x 1.(1) X t.(1) Dxfo = ~ ~Aou3,o,o + m"2,1,o 
3 {x 1.(1) X 1.(1) Dxfi = ~ (AlU0,3, 0 + A0Ul,2, 0 
3 /'A b (1) x 1.(1) Dzf2 -- A--~ ~, 2 0,0,3 -[- A0tJl,0,2 
-3  [ ~(1) . ~(1) 
Duf° = A--~ ~#0o3,0,0 + ~1~2,1,0 
-3  [ 1.(1 ) . I.(1) 
Dufl = A--~ ~ ~1°0 '3 '0  q- /z001'2 '0  
h(1) 
f2 = ~'o,o,3, 
A b 0) ' 2 2,0,1 , 
A b (1) ' 2 0,2,1 , 
+~ ~(1) ' 
A1U0,12, , 
• b (1) 
q-/~2 2,0,1) ' 
+ .  b(1) ' t x2 0,2,1 , 
(8a) 
--3 f b(1) . 1.(1) __ /.(1) ' Duf2 = ~ ~#2 0,0,3 + ~0u1,0,2 + #1°0,1,2 ' 
1 fh(1  ) h(1) h(1) qh(1 ) qh(1 ) ,~h(1) qh(1 ) Rh(1 ) qh(1 ) 6b(1 ) 
f3  ---- ~ ~ ~3,0,0 q- v0,3,0 q- v0,0,3 q- v~2,1,0 + VVl,2,0 -I- vv2,0,1 -}- o~1,0, 2 -1- ~0,1 ,2  q- u~0,2,1 -]- 1,1,1) • 
Then, we can solve for the B-net  representation b~ of p as follows: 
b(1) h(1) = f l ,  h(1) : f2, 3,o,o = fo, ~o,3,o ~0,0,3 
b(X) 1A2Dxf0 1 D 2,1,o = fo - - ~#2 y f0 ,  
~1,2,0 h(1) = fl + A2Dxfl + -~#2 y fl, 
b(1) 1 1 
2,0,1 = fo q- "~A1Dzfo q- -~#lDyfo, 
1 D h(1) 1AID~:f2 -- ~1  uf2, (8b) ~'1,0,2 = f2  -- ~j 
= f l  - 1AoD~fx h (1) 
1 
- ~#o Dufl,  "0,2,1 
b(1) 1 1 D 
0,1,2 = f2 + AoD~f2 + -~#0 y f2, 
b(1) 1 1,1,1 -- [27f3 - 7f0 - 7f1 - 7f2 + (A2 - A l )Dzfo + (A0 - A2)Dxfl  
-}-(/~1 --  Ao)Dxf2 + (#2 - # l )Dufo  + (#0 - #2)Dul l  + (#1 - #o)ny/2 l .  
Thus, there exists a unique resolution for the interpolating problem (7). Furthermore,  we can see 
that  the free parameters  of any polynomial p on a simplex can be chosen as the function values 
and first derivative values at the three vertices as well as the function value at the center of the 
triangle. In the following, we will see that  this group of new free parameters  of cubic polynomials 
can simplify the smoothness conditions and conformality conditions of bivariate cubic splines. 
Let 61 = [vo, Vl ,  V2] and 62 = [vo, Vl, v3] be two adjacent riangles with a common edge [vo, Vl ]  
and v3 = (x3, Y3). For convenience, let A (1) denote the area of the triangle 51 and 
A(o 1) = areatv3, Vl, v21, A~ 1) -- area[vl,  v3, v2l, A (1) = area[vo, Vl, v3], 
and suppose that  the piecewise cubic polynomial  function F(x, y) is defined on 61 U 52 by 
F I , ,  = ~ b(1)Ba,5,, FG = ~ b~)Ba,5:. 
la1=3 131=3 
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Then, the smoothness conditions in Theorem 1 can be simplified for the bivariate cubic splines 
as follows: 
b~) :b(. 1), 
b,2, : E b` i ,  (A~I,)~° (A~I))~I (A~I,)~: 
o~+e 3 O~ "{- ~ A(1) 
I~1=1 
O~ = (0~0, 0~1,0), lOCI = 3, 
a=(~O,~l,0), 1~1=2. 
Equivalently, we have 
b(2)  ~(1) /.,(2) h(1) h(2) h(1) 3,0,0 ---- v3,0,0' "0,3,0 = "0,3,0' "2,1,0 = v2,1,0, 
/~(1) .4(1) h(1) a(1) h(1) .4(1) 
h(2) "3,0,0''0 +'2,1,0"~1 +~2,0,1 ' '2  
"2,o,1 = A(1) 
#1) a(1) ~(1) #1) #1) #1) 
h(2) ~1,2,0"~0 + "0,3,0-~1 + ~0,2,1~2 
"0,2,1 ---- A(1) 
h(1) a(1) h(1) a(1) #1) a(1) 
h(2) ~2,1,0''0 +"1,2,0"'1 + Vl,l,l"~2 
"1,1,1 = A(1) 
b(2)  /~(1) 1,2,0 = "1,2,0, 
(9) 
First, we notice that the first two equalities in (9) imply 
f0=g0,  f l  =gl.  (10) 
Then, from 
we have 
-#2 A2 
#o -Ao 
x3- -X l  Y3- -Y l  
'~2 
-Ao = 0, 
Y3 - Yl 
A2 x3#O_ --AO + A0 --#2 A2 + (Y3- Yl) #0#2 
Xl Y3 -- Yl x3 -- Xl Y3 - Yl 
)~2 
Ao : O, 
i.e., 
A2A~ 1) - AoA~ 1) + (Yl - y3)A (1) = 0. 
Similarly, we also have 
)~2A~ 1) - )~IA~ 1) - (Y0 - Y3) A(1) : 0. 
Equations (11) and (12) together with the fifth equality in (9) yield 
(11) 
(12) 
A2 ~(2, A2 [#1) A(ol'l,(1) A~I)~(1) ] 
A~I) v2,0,1 = ~ A~I) "3,0,0 A(~21) t'2,1,oJ [ ' 2 ,o ,1  + - -  + (13) 
Therefore, 
or equivalently, 
1 
A (1) 
~2 ~(2) ~2 .(1) b3,o,0 [XoA?-(yl-y3)A(I ']  
A~1)'2,o,1 -- A--~2,0,1 + A(1-~21) 
b(1) 
.+ A(1)A(21,2'1'° [A1A~I)(y3 - yo)A 0,] 
r~b(2) . ,b(2)_ o0,b(2) 1 1 r~<l) ..(1> +~1~170] 
- -  [ 2 2,0,1 + (Yl - v3) 3,0,0 1- (Y3 - v J 2,1,0J = ~ L 2-2,0,1 + ^ ou3,0,0 , , 
(14) 
(15) 
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Combining with (8a), (8b), and the third equality in (9), we obtain 
Dzfo = Dzgo, DYfO = &go. (16) 
Finally, from the fourth and the sixth equality, we have 
QJi = Dzgl, W-1 = D,gl. (17) 
Hence, we obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that the piecewise cubic polynomial function F(z, y) is defined on 61 U bz 
and F/a, = f, Flbz = g. Let b, , a (l) b12) be the B-net representation of F on 61 and 62, respectively, 
then F(s,y) E C1(61 U 62) if and only if for i = 0,l 
fi = gi, Dzfi = Dzgi, Dyfi = D,gi, (184 
and 
bt2) - 1 
1~1~1 - A(1) b$,At) + b$,A(,‘) + b(,fl,,A;)) , (18b) 
where bpi o , 1 and bit;,, are given in (Sb), i.e., 
Therefore, the cubic spline F(x, y) E Si(bl U b 2 can be determined by the given values FI,*, ) 
D,FI,,, DyFlvi, i = 0, 1,2,3 and bi:), (or bE),). Thus, there are 13 free parameters in total to 
uniquely determine a cubic spline on 61 U 62. 
4. CONFORMALITY CONDITIONS OF 
BIVARIATE CUBIC SPLINES 
In this section, we discuss conformality conditions of bivariate splines. Following the notation 
in [15], the union of all the triangles with the common vertex v of a triangulation A is called 
a standard cell with interior vertex v and denoted by A,. The boundary vertices of A,, in 
the counter clockwise direction, are denoted by vj, j = 1,2, . . . , d. The number of the edges 
emanating from v is called the degree of v and denoted by deg(v). We call a triangulation A an 
odd-(even-)triangulation if the degree of each interior vertex in A is an odd (even) number. For 
a standard cell A, with interior vertex v, we define 
vo = v, ej = [Vo,vj], 
A(j) = area[vj+l, vo, vj], 
A!’ = area[vj+z, vo, vI] , 
A?’ = area[vj+l,Vj+2,vj], 
Ay) = area[vj+l, vo, vj+2], 
wherej = l,..., d, j + 1 mod(d) and j + 2 mod(d). 
For a triangulation A, let S;(A) d enote the linear space of piecewise polynomial functions 
(splines) with total degree 5 k and smoothness order r. Suppose that A, is a standard cell with 
an interior vertex v of the triangulation A. Then, the conditions (or linear equations) a spline 
s E S;(A) satisfied around the vertex v are called conformality conditions. The conformality 
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conditions in terms of smooth cofactors was studied by Wang in [16]. Liu [17,18] introduced and 
discussed integral conformality conditions of bivariate splines. Here, we discuss the conformality 
conditions on bivariate cubic super splines in terms of B-net representation• 
The concept of general super splines was introduced by Schumaker in [19]. The subspace of 
super splines of smoothness r and degree < k with enhanced smoothness order 0 > r is defined 
as  
o S~(A) s E C ° S k' (A) = {s • : at each vertex of A }. 
We consider the conformality conditions for bivariate cubic splines based on the cubic super spline 
space S°'I(A). For this purpose, corresponding to Av for an interior vertex v :=v0 = (x0,Y0) 
with d = deg(v) and vertices v3 = (xj, yj), j = 1 , . . . ,  d, being in the counter-clockwise direction, 
we define 
Os vj Os sj = s(vj), Dxsj = ~x ' Dysj = -~y vj 
for s • S~°'I)(Av) and j  = 0 , . . . ,d .  
We have the following result on conformality conditions of bivariate cubic splines. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose s(x, y) • s°' l (Av) is a bivariate super cubic spline defined on a stmudard 
cell A~ with an interior vertex v, then a necessary and sufficient condition for s(x, y) • S~(Av) 
is that 
(i) if d is an even number d = 2N, then 
2N 
E(_ I ) j  1 [~(J) 4(J) h(i) 4(J)] 
A(J)A(j+I) L~:,l,O~O + ~1,2,o.~1 j = 0, (19) 
j= l  
(ii) if d is an odd number d = 2N + 1, then 
2N+ 1 
a(1) 1 [h(J) 4(J) h(J) a(J)] 
v1'1'1 2 ~ (--I) j-I-1 a (1) = A(J)A(J+~) [v%~,o--o +~1,2,o'-1 j = 0, (20) 
j= l  
where 
b(j) 1 1 
2,1,0 = Sj+l  -- ~(Y j+ I  -- yo)DxS j+ l  - -~(xo - z3+l)Dysj+l,  
b(j) 1 1 
1,2,0 = so + ~(Yj+I - yo)Dzso + -~(Xo - Xj+l)Dyso. 
PROOF• From (8b), Theorem 3, we have that if s e S°'I(Av), then s • S~(A,,) iff 
h(J) 4(J) ~(J) 4(J) h(J) 4(J) 
h( j+ l  ) v2,1,0 ' '0  -~- Vl,2,0..  1 -~- ~.1,1,1.~ 2 
~1,1,1 = A(J) ' 
for j = 1 , . . . ,  d. In other words, we have 
h(1) 4(1)+~(1) ~(1) h(~) ~(~) 
t(2) . ~2,1,0"*0 ~ I ,2 ,0 ' ' I  -~" " I , I , I ' ' 2  
DI,1, l = A(1) , 
~(2) 4(2) ~(2) 4(2) h(2) ~(2) 
h(3) v2,1,0 ' '0  "~- Vl,2,0.- 1 "~- V l , l , l~  2 
~l,m = A(2) , 
h(d-1)4(d - l )  A_ ~(d-1)A(d -1)  A_ ~(d -1)4(d -1 )  
h(d) v2,1,0 "*0 f Vl,2,0 "~1 * Vl,l,1 "~2 
~1,1,1 = A(d -1)  , 
]~(d) 4(4) h(d) A(d) h(d) a(d) 
h(1) ~'2,1,0"~0 -~- ~1,2,0"~1 -[- ~1,1,1"2 
Vl,1,1 ---- A(d) 
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Combining these equations together and notice that A~ j) -- -A  (j+l), we have 
b(1) 1,1,1 
d A(1) 
=E(_ l )d -1  [~(J) a(J) h(J) a(J)l (_1)db~11). 
A(J)A(J+I) [ "2,1,°'~° +"1,u,°~1 J + 
j= l  
It yields (19) if d = 2N and yields (20) if d = 2N + 1. This completes the proof of the theorem. | 
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